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„If there is any one secret of success, it lies in the ability to 
 get the other person‘s point of view and see things from 
 that person‘s angle as well as from your own.“

Henry Ford (1863-1947)
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Your requirements of industrial 

valves are the core of our daily 

business. Our reply to your enquiry 

will convince you. The large vari-

ety of our production techniques 

and of our products, ranging from 

standard valves to customised 

solutions, renders many things 

possible which may have initially 

seemed impossible. 

See for yourself. I hope you enjoy 

reading our short catalogue.

AXEL WEIDNER
Managing Director and Co-proprietor



Mankenberg – 
Your Specialist in Valves and Flow Technology Design
From standard valves to tailor-made solutions – since 1885 the name of the medium-sized company Mankenberg 

has been synonymous with expertise and technical know-how in providing optimised solutions. More than 6,000 

active customers speak for themselves.

Mankenberg valves have always been well-known 

for their affidability, functional reliability and long 

lifespan. It‘s not unheard of for our valves to have 

a usage period of 25 years or longer. The long life 

expectancy of our products commences with your 

individual consultation, product choice and finding 

the optimal solution for your application. A high 

degree of vertical integration at our location in 

Lübeck subsequently ensures quality, flexibility and 

high on-time delivery performance for your order.

Our Secret to Quality – 
Motivated Staff and a Modern Production 
Mankenberg products convince. No matter whether responsible for customer service, design, order processing, 

quality management, service or production, our staff are the decisive factor. Your satisfaction is our aim and 

thanks to the experience of our longtime employees and the fresh perspective brought by young staff members 

the maximum possible quality in every department of our company is ensured. That coupled with highly-sophisti-

cated technology is the key to Mankenberg valves. 

Our Name is Synonymous with: 
»  unsurpassed consulting service and excellence in individual design of your valve 

»  standard valves and customised solutions 

»  supreme quality

»  products – Made in Germany

»  high on-time delivery performance

»  25-year spare parts guarantee
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For decades Mankenberg has stood for products 

which have convinced customers through their quality 

and price, from large series to small numbers of units 

to tailor-made solutions. Mankenberg is renowned 

for its technical expertise and comprehensive advisory 

service – Take our word for it! 

Firmly in control since 1885.  
Dedicated to Safety with Challenging Requirements

Our engineers, technicians and administrative staff are 

happy to assist you in the dimensioning and selection 

of our products for your plant. Together with you we 

will find the optimal solution for your application. 

Our wide product range manufactured for you on our 

premises in Lübeck is the basis for it.



A Wide Variety of Products for an Optimum Solution – 
Deep-drawn Stainless-Steel Valves, Valves Made of Cast 
Iron and Machined from Solid Material as well as Welded 
Constructions

Thanks to more than 30 years of experience we have become an expert in the deep drawing of stainless steel. 

The vast array and flexibility of Mankenberg‘s deep-drawn valves is unique world-wide. Our high degree of 

vertical integration enables us to act flexibly in accordance with your requirements and gives us a technologi-

cal advantage. With our know-how and experience we also manufacture valves from deep-drawn titanium or 

seawater-resistant material.

Our product range is completed by valves from cast steel, from solid material or welded constructions. For this 

purpose special materials such as Duplex or Hastelloy® are also used.

This wide range allows for full flexibility and tailor-made solutions for your needs and the use of our valves in 

your special plant or machine.
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»  deep drawing of stainless steel and special materials

»  toolmaking

»  welding

»  surface finishing

»  installation

»  test procedures

That's why, for decades now, our core business at
Mankenberg has included:

Therefore, we can rightfully claim that our products are „Made in Germany“. This 

trademark guarantees quality, long-life cycles and technological competence.



High Grade – 
Increasing Operating Safety and Reducing Costs 

We allocated the name High Grade to our complete product range of deep-drawn stainless steel control valves. 

This assortment of products is based on a flexible and worldwide unique modular system of deep-drawn compo-

nents made of stainless steel. 

With our High Grade modular system we are able to manufacture your customised solutions in a fully cost-opti-

mised way and simultaneously supply standard valves within three days.

Compact, pressure resistant, 

corrosion resistant by the 

use of deep drawn CrNiMo 

stainless steel (Grade 316L)

Mankenberg clamp system

= fast service

Non-rising adjustment screw 

= better, easier adjustment, 

simultaneous function test  

and non-varying installation 

height

Casing standard surface 

< Ra 1.6 µm

A wide variety of connec-

tion types: DIN-, ANSI- or 

aseptic flanges, weld-on 

ends and many others 

(JIS….)

Leak socket and sealed 

setting screw for combusti-

ble and dangerous media
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Inlet pressure up to 250 bar
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High Grade Products – Our Solution, Your Benefits

Flexible modular system of deep-drawn stainless steel components

»  from varied connection possibilities through to customer-specific adapters 

»  short delivery times 

»  optimal price-performance ratio

Small, very lightweight, compact and simultaneously extremely pressure-resistant

»  facilitated and cost-effective installation at the plant

Corrosion-resistant by deep-drawn CrNiMo stainless steel (Grade 316L) 

»  long operational life span compared to low-alloyed steel 

»  enhanced operational availability 

Sturdy and easy-to-maintain valve mechanism 

»  long operational life span of the valve

Mankenberg clamp system 

»  facilitated and cost-effective maintenance 

Especially smooth surface 

»  becomes less polluted

»  thus cleaning intervals are reduced with less energy expenditure

Self-acting without auxiliary energy 

»  extremely reliable and cost-effective

On the Safe Side with High Grade

The proven properties of our High Grade valves enhance the operational 

availability of your plant and reduce your costs on a long-term basis. If an 

overpressure situation occurs, the clamp system of our deep-drawn stainless 

steel valves raises the operational safety by yielding slightly. Unlike with cast 

valves, possible bursting is excluded.



High Grade Pure –
Optimised for Hygiene Applications   

The High Grade Pure valves are particular products from our complete product range of deep-drawn stainless 

steel control valves. This assortment of products is based on a flexible and worldwide unique modular system 

of deep-drawn components made of stainless steel. Compared to High Grade valves, the High Grade Pure valves 

distinguish themselves in their particular surface finish and their special construction form. The polished valves 

have been especially designed for use in hygiene applications, for example in the pharmaceutical industry, food-

stuffs industry or clean room technology.

Compact, pressure resistant, 

corrosion resistant by the 

use of deep drawn CrNiMo 

stainless steel (Grade 316L)

Mankenberg clamp system

= fast service

Non-rising adjustment screw 

= better and easier adjust-

ment, simultaneous func-

tion test and non-varying 

installation height

Surface finish (internal) up 

to RA < 0.25 µm

Option of metallic or soft 

seal 

Protective foil of PTFE, 

physiologically unobjec-

tionable when exposed to 

steam in a temperature 

range of 180°C
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A wide variety of connec-

tion types: DIN-, ANSI- or 

aseptic flanges, weld-on 

ends and many others 

(JIS….)
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On the Safe Side with High Grade Pure 

The proven properties of our High Grade Pure valves enhance the operati-

onal availability of your plant and reduce your costs on a long-term basis.

As an example, thanks to the construction form and the surface finish 

of the valves, the cleaning intervals for CIP/SIP cleaning procedures are 

extended. Simultaneously less energy is needed owing to the much redu-

ced wall thickness.

High Grade Pure Products – Our Solution, Your Benefits

Special surface finish

»  minimum contamination and tendency to sediment 

»  extended cleaning intervals with less energy expenditure

Special construction form

»  virtually no dead pockets

FDA and USP Class VI elastomers

»  of PTFE, can be exposed to steam 

Small, very lightweight and compact  

»  facilitated and cost-effective installation  

Corrosion-resistant by deep-drawn CrNiMo stainless steel (Grade 316L) 

»  long operational life span compared to normal stainless steel 

»  enhanced operating safety compared to cast valves

Sturdy and easy-to-maintain valve mechanism 

»  long operational life span of the valve

Mankenberg clamp system 

»  facilitated and cost-effective maintenance 

Self-acting without auxiliary energy 

»  extremely reliable and cost-effective

Flexible modular system of deep-drawn stainless steel components

»  a wide variety of connection types, e.g. aseptic flanges, TriClamp®

»  short delivery times

»  optimal price-performance ratio



Cast Valves – 
Proven Reliability 

Our wide product programme of valves is completed by cast control valves. For decades our experience in valve 

production has guaranteed the reliability of our products.

Manual air valve (standard)

Mody of GG-25, GGG-40 or 

GS-C 25 for pressure levels 

through to PN 40

Pressure and corrosion resi-

stant inner parts of deep-

drawn CrNiMo stainless 

steel (Grade 316L) guarantee 

a long service life

Sturdy and easy-to-maintain 

valve mechanism

Option of metallic or soft 

seal 
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Combination of Materials to Achieve an Optimal Result

Your requirement is the decisive 

factor for the suitable solution. In 

so doing we combine and optimise 

with regard to materials and costs. 

As an example, a cast body will be 

completed with vitally important 

functional inner parts made of 

CrNiMo stainless steel (Grade 316) 

As a result of this, the operational 

lifespan of the valve is signifi-

cantly extended. We are happy to 

advise you.



Valves Made out of Solid Material – 
For Very Specific Requirements 

In many cases valves that are turned, milled or drilled from solid material are used for special requirements. A 

particular advantage is that in addition to the individual design, a variety of possible special materials may be 

chosen. Valves made of Hastelloy®, titanium or of seawater resistant material, approved by NACE or NORSOK, 

form part of our standard. Individual connections, as an example JIS (Japanese Industrial Standard), ANSI or DIN, 

complete the range of possible individual solutions.
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Depending on your requirements of the valve, whether to be used for aggressive media or being shockproof and 

earthquake-proof, we will select the optimal solution together with you. – This includes fast reaction times to 

your individual request, also for special solutions.

»  individual design

»  special materials

»  approvals

»  connections

»  control functions

Customised for your Application:



Welded Construction  – 
A Flexible Solution for Large Nominal Diameters

Welded constructions are a flexible solution for valves with large nominal diameters. In addition a combination of 

various materials and production techniques is possible. In so doing, steel elements can be reasonably completed 

with parts made of stainless steel and solid material. This process is very cost-effective for limited-lot or single-

item productions and simultaneously offers a lot of flexibility with regard to your requirements.

No bottlenecks to the 

flow thanks to the optimal 

design

Optimised response beha-

viour by means of the pilot 

control

Individual flange standard

Combination seal (soft 

and / or metallic seal)

Possibility of making parts 

that are in contact with 

the medium from special 

materials

Valve body of welded 

construction (weight 

optimisation)
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Customised for Your Application:

»  shorter delivery times compared with cast designs

»  use of special materials

»  lighter weight

»  single-item productions are possible

»  short-notice change of design, e.g. different connection flanges



Industrial valves assume key functions in plants and pipelines thereby 
having an essential effect with regards to 

The fields of application for valves and control technology include the most diverse media, temperatures and 

pressures. 

The selection of the suitable valve for any particular case requires knowledge of valves and of their properties as 

well as to regard the valve as a component of the entire plant. From burst pipe isolation valves used in under-

ground mining to precision control valves for high purity fluids used in electronic chip production, Mankenberg 

supplies the optimal solution for a large variety of applications and industries.

Mankenberg –
Valves for Your Application
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Mankenberg industrial valves are used in nearly every industry 
and supply branch:

»  engineering and plant construction »  chemical industry

»  power plants  »  energy supply

»  pharmaceutical industry »  food and beverage industry

»  petrochemical industry »  water supply 

»  mining industry »  paper industry

»  shipbuilding »  metallurgical plants, steel mills and rolling mills

»  oil and gas industry »  and many more
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Pressure Control Valves
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Pressure Reducing Valves

Pressure Control Valves

Pressure control valves comprise all spring-actuated valves which feature the required 
specific procedural parameters such as inlet or outlet pressures or differential pressures, 
flow rates or other setpoints.
Mankenberg pressure control valves are available with a wide spectrum of nominal pressures 
and setting ranges and are resistant to various media and temperatures. Mankenberg pressure 
control valves feature highest quality and regulation performance. Their independence from 
auxiliary energy combined with individual design and production of the valves are the basis for 
maximum operation safety.

Valve for Hygiene Applications / ultrapure Media DM 152

angled design suitable for small and medium flow rates   |   useable for liquids, gases, steam   |   
completely made of deep-drawn CrNiMo steel   |   virtually pocket-free, can be electropolished, 
corrosion resistant, lightweight and compact, requires no external energy   |   extended cleaning 
intervals for CIP/SIP cleaning procedures, less energy expenditure owing to thin wall thickness, 
easy-to-maintain owing to the clamp system, can be actuated pneumatically

DN 15 - 50 PN 2,5 - 10

  T 130 °C / 180 °C

p2 0,3 - 5 bar KVS 2 - 7 m3/h

Valve for high Pressures + high Temperature DM 401

double-seat pressure reducing valve, useable as soot blower with damping   |   suitable for 
steam   |   body made of GS-C 25, GS 17 CrMo 55   |   especially sturdy, suitable for the largest 
flow rates and highest temperatures   |   offers long maintenance intervals, a long operational 
lifespan

DN 25 - 250 PN 16 - 250

  T 500 °C

p2 1,5 - 32 bar KVS 6 - 360 m3/h

22 23   

p2 0,3 - 5 bar KVS 4 ,4 - 80 m3/h

Valve for Hygiene Applications / ultrapure Media DM 462

angled design for large flow rate   |   useable for liquids, gases, steam   |   completely made of 
deep-drawn CrNiMo steel   |   virtually pocket-free, can be electropolished, corrosion resistant, 
lightweight and compact, requires no external energy   |   extended cleaning intervals for CIP/
SIP cleaning procedures, less energy expenditure owing to thin wall thickness, easy-to-maintain 
owing to the clamp system, can be actuated pneumatically

DN 15 - 100 PN 2,5 - 10

  T 130/ 180 °C

fi
g.
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p2 0,8 - 5 bar KVS 4 m3/h

Valve for Hygiene Applications / Ultrapure Media DM 462V

for medium flow rates   |   of straight or angled design, also available combined with three connecting 
pieces   |   suitable for liquids, gases, steam   |   completely made of CrNiMo steel with deep-drawn ele-
ments   |   virtually pocket-free, can be electropolished, is corrosion resistant, lightweight and compact   
|   requires no external energy, compressed gas control possible   |   extended cleaning intervals for CIP/
SIP cleaning procedures, less energy expenditure owing to thin wall thickness   |   easy-to-maintain

DN 25 PN 2,5 - 16

  T 180 °C
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Pressure Reducing Valves

Standard Valve DM 502

body made of CrNiMo steel, inner parts of brass   |   useable for liquids and gases, standard 
valve for CO2   |   corrosion resistant, very lightweight and compact, requires no external energy   
|   various control ranges, can be actuated pneumatically, easy-to-maintain owing to the clamp 
system – highest effectiveness with compact design

  PN 100

G 1/2 - 2  T 130 °C / 180 °C  

p2 0,02 - 16 bar KVS 0,6 - 4,2 m3/h

Valve for small Flow Rates DM 505

various flow rate performances (KVS-values) can be chosen   |   suitable for liquids and gases   
|   completely made of deep-drawn CrNiMo steel   |   corrosion resistant, very lightweight and 
compact, requires no external energy   |   long operational lifespan, manageable installation, 
easy-to-maintain owing to the clamp system, can be actuated pneumatically, various designs 
and connection types – highest effectiveness with compact design

DN 10 - 25 PN 250

G / NPT 1/₂  T 130 °C / 180 °C

p2 0,005 - 20 bar KVS 0,2 - 1,5 m3/h

Valve for small Flow Rates DM 505Z

various flow rate performances (KVS-values) can be chosen   |   suitable for steam   |   completely 
made of deep-drawn CrNiMo steel   |   corrosion resistant, very lightweight and compact, 
requires no external energy   |   long operational lifespan, manageable installation, easy-to-
maintain owing to the clamp system – highest effectiveness with compact design

DN 15 - 25 PN 40

G / NPT 1/₂  T 200 °C / 250 °C

p2 0,005 - 12 bar KVS 0,2 - 1,5 m3/h

Special Valve for Hygiene Applications / ultrapure Media DM 505P

suitable for liquids, gases, steam   |   completely made of deep-drawn CrNiMo steel   |   virtually 
pocket-free, can be electropolished, corrosion resistant, lightweight and compact, requires no 
external energy   |   extended cleaning intervals for CIP/SIP cleaning procedures, less energy 
expenditure owing to thin wall thickness, easy-to-maintain owing to the clamp system, can be 
actuated pneumatically

DN 15 - 50 PN 40

  T 130 °C / 180 °C

p2 0,005 - 12 bar KVS 0,15 - 3,6 m3/h

Pressure Reducing Valve for small Flow Rates DM 506

also regulates small flow rates, many control ranges   |   suitable for liquids and gases   |   
completely made of deep-drawn CrNiMo steel   |   corrosion resistant, very lightweight and 
compact, requires no external energy   |   long operational lifespan, manageable installation, 
easy-to-maintain owing to the clamp system, very well priced

DN 15 PN 315

G 1/4  T 130 °C

p2 0,3 - 20 bar KVS 0,15 m3/h



Pressure Reducing Valves
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Epoxy-coated Cast Valve for medium Flow Rates DM 644

relieved cone   |   suitable for water and air   |   cast body with epoxy coating in accordance 
with KTW   |   closed spring cap   |   suitable for potable waters

DN 50 - 150 PN 16 - 40

  T 70 °C

p2 1,5 - 12 bar KVS 17 - 155 m3/h

Standard Cast Valve DM 603

DM 604 up to 250°C, DM 603 up to 350°C, steel/stainless steel, stainless steel diaphragm body, 
maximum number of different control ranges   |   suitable for liquids, gases, steam   |   body 
made of GGG-40, GS-C25, CrNiMo steel

DN 15 - 150 PN 16 - 40

  T bis 350 °C

p2 0,02 - 10 bar KVS 4 - 160  m3/h

Standard Cast Valve DM 613

universally usable, steel/stainless steel, stainless steel diaphragm body   |   suitable for liquids 
and gases   |   body made of GGG-40, GS-C25, CrNiMo steel

DN 15 - 150 PN 16 - 40

  T 130 °C

p2 0,02 - 10 bar KVS 4 - 160 m3/h

Valve for High Pressures for medium Flow Rates DM 620 - 628

relieved cone   |   suitable for liquids, gases, steam   |   body made of C-steel, CrNiMo steel   
|   also available in special materials, which is unique for such combination   |   allows for the 
solution of most difficult procedural requirements with only one device

DN 15 - 50 PN 16 - 315

G 1/₂ - 2  T 200 °C 

p2 2 - 160 bar KVS 0,4 - 10 m3/h

fi
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Valve for high Pressures for small to medium Flow Rates DM 510 - 518

highest variability in flow rates, connection, temperature suitability, body material choice   |   
suitable for liquids and gases   |   body made of C-steel, CrNiMo steel, also available in special 
materials   |   NACE compatible, high flow rate, highest pressures, up to 315 bar inlet pressure   
|   worldwide unique: valve for high pressures combined with medium flow rates 

DN 15 - 50 PN 16 - 315

G / NPT 3/₈ - 2  T 130 °C / 180 °C / 400 °C

p2 0,005 - 160 bar KVS 0,15 - 5,5 m3/h
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Valve for large Flow Rates DM 664

relieved cone   |   suitable for liquids and gases   |   completely made of deep-drawn CrNiMo 
steel   |   especially well suited for use with deionised water, lightweight in proportion to its 
size, best surface, compact design, easy-to-maintain owing to the clamp system, completely 
made of deep-drawn CrNiMo steel

DN 50 - 100 PN 16

  T 130 °C / 150 °C

p2 0,02 - 8 bar KVS 32 - 100 m3/h

Valve for high Pressures for small Flow Rates DM 701

for high temperatures and high pressures   |   suitable for steam   |   body made of GS-C 25, GS 
17, CrMo 55, C 22 N, 10 CrMo 9-10, especially sturdy with long service intervals

DN 15 - 50 PN 16 - 315

  T 500 °C

p2 0,5 - 40 bar KVS 0,2 - 5,5 m3/h

Millibar Control Valve DM 762

millibar control valve for medium flow rates, very precise, available in various versions   |   suita-
ble for liquids and gases   |   completely made of deep-drawn CrNiMo steel   |   optimal surface 
characteristics, highest regulating accuracy, lowest control ranges up to a limit of 2 millibar

DN 15 - 50 PN 16

G 1/₂ - 2  T 130 °C

p2 0,002 - 0,52 bar KVS 0,15 - 3,6 m3/h

Pressure Reducing Valves

Universal Valve DM 652

relieved, various connections and special versions are available   |   suitable for liquids, gases, 
steam   |   completely made of deep-drawn CrNiMo steel   |   highest regulating accuracy, high 
flow rates, a multitude of control ranges   |   can be actuated pneumatically, various variants of 
convincing quality for your individual application, easy-to-maintain owing to the clamp system

DN 15 - 50 PN 16 - 40

G 1/₂ - 2  T 130 °C / 190 °C / 220 °C

p2 0,02 - 12 bar KVS 4 - 22 m3/h

Universal Valve for medium Flow Rate DM 662

relieved cone   |   suitable for liquids and gases   |   completely made of deep-drawn CrNiMo 
steel   |   highest regulating accuracy, good surface, very sturdy design   |   can be actuated 
pneumatically, long operational lifespan, manageable installation, easy-to-maintain owing to 
the clamp system – highest effectiveness with compact design

DN 15 - 25 PN 100

G 1/₂ - 1  T 130 °C / 180 °C

p2 0,02 - 12 bar KVS 3,2 - 3,6 m3/h
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Millibar Control Valve DM 765

for small flow rates, compact   |   suitable for liquids and gases   |   completely made of deep-
drawn CrNiMo steel   |   corrosion resistant, very lightweight and compact, requires no external 
energy   |   long operational lifespan, manageable installation, easy-to-maintain owing to the 
clamp system, can be actuated pneumatically, a multitude of different versions and connection 
types

  PN 16

G 1/₂  T 130 °C

p2 0,03 - 0,8 bar KVS 0,2 m3/h

Pressure Reducing Valves

Backpressure Regulators

Valve for simple Regulation Tasks  UV 1.2

suitable for liquids and gases   |   body made of GG-25, GGG-40, GS-C 25   |   especially sturdy, 
compatible with high temperature environment thanks to the bellow serving as a control ele-
ment

DN 25 - 200 PN 16 - 40

  T 130 °C / 300 °C

p2 2 - 40 bar KVS 6 - 125 m3/h

fi
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Valve for medium and large Flow Rates UV 1.8

for simple regulation tasks and medium to high flow rates, seat-controlled, design with bellow 
possible   |   suitable for liquids and viscous media   |   body made of deep-drawn CrNiMo steel   
|   angled design, High Grade, lightweight construction, for higher pressures and high tempera-
tures   |   extended cleaning intervals for CIP/SIP cleaning procedures, less energy expenditure 
owing to thin wall thickness

DN 25 - 100 PN 40 / 16

G 1 - 2  T 130 °C / 300 °C

p1 2 - 16 bar KVS 6 - 50 m3/h

Pump Protection Valve UV 1.9

for simple regulation tasks and medium flow rates   |   suitable for all liquids   |   completely 
made of deep-drawn CrNiMo steel   |   frost-proof, free-draining, angled design, compact   |   
long operational lifespan, manageable installation, easy-to-maintain owing to the clamp system 
– highest effectiveness with compact design

DN 50 PN 40 / 16

G 2  T 130 °C / 180 °C

p1 2 - 16 bar KVS 12 m3/h

Millibar Control Valve UV 3.0

millibar control valve for medium flow rates, very precise, available in various versions   |   suit-
able for liquids and gases   |   completely made of deep-drawn CrNiMo steel   |   optimal surface 
characteristics, highest regulating accuracy, lowest control ranges up to a limit of 2 millibar

DN 15 - 50 PN 16 / 1

G 1/₂ - 2  T 130 °C

p1 0,002 - 0,52 bar KVS 0,15 - 3,6 m3/h

fi
g.
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Valve for constant Service Conditions UV 3.1

simple and especially sturdy cast valve   |   suitable for liquids and gases   |   body made of 
GG-25, GGG-40, GS-C25

DN 15 - 50 PN 16 - 40

  T 130 °C / 150 °C

p1 0,015 - 10 bar KVS 0,5 - 5,5 m3/h

fi
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Backpressure Regulators

Compact Valve for small Flow Rates UV 3.5

various flow rate performances (KVS-values) can be chosen   |   suitable for liquids and gases   
|   completely made of deep-drawn CrNiMo steel   |   corrosion resistant, very lightweight and 
compact, requires no external energy   |   long operational lifespan, manageable installation, 
easy-to-maintain owing to the clamp system, can be actuated pneumatically, various designs 
and connection types – highest effectiveness with compact design

DN 15 - 25 PN 25

G 1/₂  T 130 °C / 180°C

p1 0,005 - 20 bar KVS 0,2 - 1,5 m3/h

Valves for small Flow Rates and high Temperatures UV 3.5Z

especially suitable for small mass flow rates and small control ranges, various flow rate perfor-
mances (KVS-values) can be chosen   |   suitable for steam   |   completely made of deep-drawn 
CrNiMo steel   |   corrosion resistant, very lightweight and compact, requires no external energy   
|   long operational lifespan, manageable installation, easy-to-maintain owing to the clamp 
system - highest effectiveness with compact design

DN 15 - 25 PN 25

G 1/₂  T 200 °C / 250 °C

p1 0,005 - 20 bar KVS 0,2 - 1,5 m3/h

Valve for Hygiene Applications / ultrapure Media UV 3.8M

diaphragm controlled   |   useable for liquids and gases   |   completely made of deep-drawn 
CrNiMo steel   |   virtually pocket-free, can be electropolished, corrosion resistant, lightweight 
and compact, clamp system, requires no external energy   |   extended cleaning intervals for 
CIP/SIP cleaning procedures, less energy expenditure owing to thin wall thickness

DN 15 - 50 PN 10 - 16

G 1/₂ - 2  T 130 °C / 180 °C

p1 2 - 16 bar KVS 3,5 - 5,5 m3/h

Valve for heavy Fuel Oil Applications UV 3.8K

piston controlled, free draining   |   completely made of deep-drawn CrNiMo steel   |   light-
weight construction, clamp system possible

DN 15 - 50 PN 10 - 16

G 1/₂ - 2  T 130 °C / 180 °C

p1 2 - 16 bar KVS 3,5 - 5,5 m3/h
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Backpressure Regulators

Standard Cast Valve UV 4.1

universally useable   |   stainless steel diaphragm body   |   suitable for liquids, gases, steam   |   
body made of GGG-40, GS-C25   |   maximum number of control ranges

DN 15 - 150 PN 16 - 40

  T 130 °C / 200 °C

p1 0,02 - 10 bar KVS 4 - 160 m3/h

Epoxy-coated Cast Valve for medium Flow Rates UV 4.4

relieved cone   |   suitable for water and air   |   cast body with epoxy coating in accordance 
with KTW   |   closed spring cap   |   suitable for potable waters

DN 50 - 150 PN 16 - 40

  T 70 °C

p1 1,5 - 12 bar KVS 17 - 155 m3/h

Valves for aggressive Media and large Flow Rates UV 4.7

suitable for challenging environmental conditions, UV 4.8 with closed spring cap    |   suitable 
for liquids and gases, aggressive media   |   completely made of deep-drawn CrNiMo steel   |   
lightweight in proportion to its size, best surface characteristics   |   compact design, easy-to-
maintain owing to the clamp system

DN 50 - 100 PN 16

  T 130 °C / 150 °C

p1 0,02 - 10 bar KVS 32 - 100 m3/h

Universal Valve UV 5.1

relieved cone   |   suitable for liquids, gases, steam   |   completely made of deep-drawn CrNiMo 
steel   |   corrosion resistant, very lightweight and compact, requires no external energy   |   long 
operational life span, manageable installation, easy-to-maintain owing to the clamp system, can 
be actuated pneumatically - highest effectiveness with compact design

DN 15 - 50 PN 16

G 1/₂ - 2  T 130 °C / 180 °C

p1 0,02 - 12 bar KVS 3,2 - 22 m3/h

Millibar Control Valve UV 3.9

millibar backpressure regulating valve   |   suitable for liquids and gases   |   completely made of 
deep-drawn CrNiMo steel   |   highest regulating accuracy, lowest control ranges, good surface 
characteristics, various KVS-values and versions possible

DN 15 - 50 PN 1 - 2,5

G 1/₂ - 2  T 130 °C

p1 0,01 - 1,1 bar KVS 0,2 - 28 m3/h
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Epoxy-coated Cast Valve for Pressure Relief UV 1.3

simple seat-controlled valve   |   for protection of pipelines and valves when pressure peaks 
occur   |   cast body with epoxy coating in accordance with KTW   |   free discharge on the flow-
off side   |   closed spring cap | suitable for potable waters

DN 50 - 200 PN 16 - 25

  T 70 °C

p2 1 - 25 bar KVS 25 - 150 m3/h

Backpressure Regulators

Surge Relief Valve (Peak Load) UV 6.2

for extreme flow rates, directly acting or pilot operated with shortest response times   |    suit-
able for all liquids   |   body made of welded steel, CrNiMo steel, special stainless steels   |   any 
problem regarding pressure relief can be solved

DN 100 - 600 PN 16 - 160

  T 130 °C

p1 max. 160 bar KVS 190 - 7.000 m3/h

Valve for high Pressures for small and medium Flow Rates UV 8.2

unique in this combination   |   suitable for liquids and gases   |   body made of C-steel, CrNiMo 
steel   |   NACE compatible, high flow rate, highest pressures, up to 100 bar inlet pressure   |   
worldwide unique – valve for high pressures combined with high flow rates, also available in 
special materials

DN 15 - 50 PN 250

G 3/₈ - 2  T 130 °C / 400 °C

p1 2 - 100 bar KVS 0,2 - 5,5 m3/h
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High-efficiency Pressure Reducing Valve DM 307

sliding gate, intermediate flange connection, DM 307 with open spring, DM 308 with closed 
spring cap   |   suitable for liquids, gases, steam   |   body made of C-steel,  CrNiMo steel   |   
suitable only for small ∆ p   |   saves installation expenditure

DN 15 - 150 PN 10 - 40

  T 130°C / 300 °C

p2 0,1 - 10 bar KVS 4 - 338 m3/h

Slid ing Gate Valves

High-efficiency Backpressure Regulator UV 6.7

sliding gate valve, intermediate flange connection, UV 6.7 with open spring, UV 6.8 with closed 
spring cap   |   suitable for liquids, gases, steam   |   body made of C-steel, CrNiMo steel   |   
high temperature, large flow rates, short design, slight pressure loss, can be easily installed, 
saves space within the pipeline

DN 15 - 150 PN 16

  T 130 °C / 300 °C

p1 0,1 - 10 bar KVS 4 - 388 m3/h
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Burst Pipe Isolating Valves

Valve fabricated to meet your Needs DV 652

Please let us have your operating data (medium, volume flow, pressure range, temperature, 
requested function and any further requirements) and a description of the application.

DN  as per your requirements  PN  as per your requirements

G as per your requirements T  as per your requirements

p2 as per your requirements KVS as per your requirements

Vacuum Breaker with Setting Scale VV 34 oder VV 35

with spring cap (CrNiMo steel) and setting scale, VV 35 screw-in version   |   suitable for liquids 
and gases   |   body made of CrNiMo steel, flange of steel, CrNiMo steel   |   available in special 
materials, e.g. seawater resistant material, NACE compatible   |   nearly universally usable

DN 20 - 250 PN 6 - 40

G 1/₂ A - 2 1/₂ A  T 300 °C

p2 0,05 - 0,95 bar KVS 1,5 - 388 m3/h

Vacuum Breakers and Vacuum Control Valves

Flow Control and Differential Pressure Valves
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Burst Pipe Isolating Valve for hazardous Media RS 659

shuts off pipelines in case of a leakage, automatic locking after response, RS 219 available for 
high pressures and high volume flows   |   suitable for all liquids   |   completely made of deep-
drawn CrNiMo steel   |   suitable for liquids, gases, steam – universal, saves costs

DN 15 - 50 PN 16 - 40

G 1/₂ - 2  T 130 °C

KVS 4 - 18 m3/h

Vacuum Breaker VV 59

body made of deep-drawn CrNiMo steel, safely closed above the spring-tensioned rubber ball in 
the valve seat   |   can be used as functional extension to bleeding and venting valves thanks to 
the compact design, easy-to-maintain thanks to the clamp system

DN 25 PN 16

G 3/4 A / 1  T 40 °C

p2 0,1 bar KVS 6 m3/h
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Vacuum Breakers and Vacuum Control Valves

Vacuum Control Valve VV 652

Please let us have your operating data (medium, volume flow, pressure range, temperature, re-
quested function and any further requirements) and a description of the application   |   suitable 
for liquids and gases   |   corrosion resistant, very lightweight and compact, requires no external 
energy   |   long operational lifespan, manageable installation, easy-to-maintain owing to the 
clamp system - highest effectiveness with High Grade design

DN  as per your requirements  PN  as per your requirements

G as per your requirements T  as per your requirements

p2 as per your requirements KVS as per your requirements
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Normal and Proportional Valve SV 4

spring-loaded, SV 4 with closed spring cap, SV 40 with open spring cap for steam   |   body 
made of GG-25, GS-C 25, CrNiMo steel

DN 15 - 150 PN 16 - 40

  T 200°C / 400 °C

Safety Valves

Full Lift Safety Valve SV 6

spring-loaded, SV 6 with closed spring cap, SV 60 with open spring cap for steam   |   body 
made of GG-25, GS-C 25, CrNiMo steel, welded steel

DN 25/40 - 250/400 PN 16 - 40

  T 200°C / 400 °C

Normal or Full Lift Threaded Valve SV 29

spring-loaded, SV 29 normal safety valve, SV 29V full lift safety valve   |   body made of 1.4104, 
1.4404

  PN 40 - 400

G 1/₂ - 1 1/₄  T 200°C / 300 °C  
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Pilot-operated Control Valves

Pilot-operated Pressure Reducing Valve  RP 810

cast pilot-operated pressure reducing valve for large flow rates at high pressure   |   suitable for 
liquids and steam   |   body made of GGG-40, GS-C 25, CrNiMo steel   |   maintenance work can 
be done from above at the installed valve, special versions available

DN 40 - 400 PN 16 - 160

  T 130 °C

p2 1 - 80 bar KVS 20 - 900 m3/h

Pilot-operated Pressure Reducing Valve RP 814

pressure reducing valve of the inline design in welded construction, pilot-operated inline valve 
for large flow rates   |   RP 815 with extended casing for maximum KVS-values, high pressure at 
large flow rates   |   body made of welded steed, CrNiMo steel   |   special versions available

DN 100 - 800 PN 16 - 100

  T 130 °C

p2 1 - 20 bar KVS 60 - 2.100 m3/h

Pilot-operated Backpressure Regulator RP 820

cast pilot-operated backpressure regulator for large flow rates at high pressure   |   suitable for 
liquids and gases   |   body made of GGG-40, GS-C 25, CrNiMo steel   |   maintenance work can 
be done from above at the installed valve, special versions available

DN 40 - 400 PN 16 - 160

  T 130 °C

p1 2 - 80 bar KVS 20 - 900 m3/h

Pilot-operated Backpressure Regulator  RP 824

backpressure regulator of the inline design in welded construction, pilot-operated inline valve 
for large flow rates   |   RP 825 with extended casing for maximum KVS-values, high pressure at 
large flow rates   |   body made of welded steel, CrNiMo steel   |   special versions available

DN 100 - 800 PN 16 - 100

  T 130 °C

p1 2 - 20 bar KVS 60 - 1.200 m3/h

Pilot-operated Millibar Control Valve RP 840

pilot-operated pressure reducing valves consisting of a differential pressure regulator for large 
flow rates combined with a High Grade millibar valve serving as a pilot valve, available as prefa-
bricated unit in a rack

DN 50 - 150 PN 16 / 1

  T 130 °C

p2 0,002 - 0,52 bar KVS 3,6 - 150 m3/h
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Pilot-operated Control Valves

Pilot-operated Pressure Reducing Valve  RP 115

pilot-operated pressure reducing valve for high flow rates   |   specially developed for drinking 
water applications   |   body made of GGG-40 Epoxy coated, meets the KTW recommendation 
of the German Ministry for Health   |   adjustable closing, opening and response speed

DN 50 - 600 PN 10 - 16

  T 70 °C

p2 1,4 - 12 bar KVS 40 - 2.550 m3/h

Pilot-operated Backpressure Regulator RP 116

pilot-operated backpressure regulator for high flow rates   |   specially developed for drinking 
water applications   |   body made of GGG-40 Epoxy coated, meets the KTW recommendation 
of the German Ministry for Health   |   adjustable closing, opening and response speed

DN 50 - 600 PN 10 - 16

  T 70 °C

p1 1,4 - 12 bar KVS 40 - 2.550 m3/h

Bleeding and Venting Valves

Bleeding and venting valves separate air or other gases from a liquid depending on the 
level of such liquid.Thus bleeding and venting valves contribute to the efficiency and 
enhance the safety of the plant. This emphasises the importance and necessity of a 
professional design for such valves to enhance the safety of your plant.

Mankenberg bleeding and venting valves for continuous operation or start up as well as 
combined devices are available in various materials (cast steel, deep-drawn stainless steel 
(High Grade), special materials such as titanium or Hastelloy®).

Continuous Bleeding and Venting Valves

Sturdy Cast Valve EB 1.10

for larger air volumes, e.g. on sand filters, stainless steel float and lever control the valve shut-
off, EB 1.11 with external float, EB 1.20 for maximum air volumes   |   valve cone with soft or 
metallic seal   |   body made of GGG-40, GS-C25   |   for contaminated and foaming media, 
available with various coating types

DN 32 / 15 - 100 / 50 PN 40

  T 200 °C

p1 0 - 40 bar Q 2.440 Nm3/h
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Bleeding and Venting Valve + Sight Glass for Checking EB 1.48

float-controlled with valve shut-off   |   suitable for all liquids   |   completely made of deep-
drawn CrNiMo steel   |   corrosion resistant, very lightweight and compact   |   long operational 
lifespan, manageable installation – highest effectiveness with compact design

DN 15 PN 16 

G 1/₂  T 200 °C

p 0 - 16 bar Q 26 Nm3/h

Compact Standard Bleeding Valve (medium sized design)  EB 1.12

for all types of pipelines, tanks etc.   |   also available as pure bleeding valve, float-controlled with 
valve shut-off   |   suitable for all liquids and ozone   |   completely made of deep-drawn CrNiMo steel   
|   corrosion resistant, very lightweight and compact   |   long operational lifespan, manageable instal-
lation, easy-to-maintain owing to the clamp system, tight-closing also at lowest operating pressures 
– highest effectiveness with compact design

DN 25 - 50 x G 3/₄ A  PN 16

G 1 - 2 x G 3/₄ A  T 190 °C

p 0 - 16 bar Q 73 Nm3/h

Compact Standard Bleeding Valve (large sized design) EB 1.12

for all types of pipelines, tanks etc.   |   also available as pure bleed valve, float-controlled with valve 
shut-off   |   suitable for all liquids and ozone   |   completely made of deep-drawn CrNiMo steel   |   
corrosion resistant, very lightweight and compact   |   long operational lifespan, manageable installa-
tion, easy-to-maintain owing to the clamp system – highest effectiveness with compact design

DN 65 - 100 x G 3/₄ A PN 16

  T 190 °C

p 0 - 16 bar Q 248 Nm3/h

Compact Standard Bleeding Valve (small sized design) EB 1.12

for all types of pipelines, tanks etc.   |   EB 1.12 of angled design, EB 1.32 of straight design 
(also available as pure bleeding valve), float-controlled with valve shut-off   |   suitable for all 
liquids (petrol, oil ...), thanks to soft seal especially tight-closing   |   completely made of deep-
drawn CrNiMo steel   |   corrosion resistant, very lightweight and compact, clamp system   |   
available in special materials, such as titanium, Hastelloy® etc.

  PN 16

G 3/₄ x G 1/₂ A  T 190 °C

p 0 - 16 bar Q 12 Nm3/h

Valve for High Pressures EB 1.32SO

stainless steel float and lever control the valve shut-off, also available as pure bleed valve   |   
suitable for all liquids   |   completely made of deep-drawn CrNiMo steel   |   corrosion resistant, 
very lightweight and compact, flanged body halves   |   long operational lifespan, manageable 
installation, easy-to-maintain – highest effectiveness with compact design

DN 15 - 50 PN 25 - 63

G 1/2 - 1  T 200 °C

p 0 - 63 bar Q 30 Nm3/h

Continuous Bleeding and Venting Valves
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Startup Bleeding and Venting Valves

Bleeding and Venting Valve + Integrated Vacuum Breaker EB 1.59

for plants subject to vacuum hazards, float and lever control the valve shut-off to discharge gas 
with the additional vacuum breaker function by means of a spring-controlled rubber ball in the 
large valve seat   |   suitable for water and petrol   |   completely made of deep-drawn CrNiMo 
steel   |   corrosion resistant, very lightweight and compact, easy-to-maintain owing to clamp 
system   |   two-functional

DN 50 - 150 x G 3/₄ A PN 10

  T 130 °C

p 0 - 10 bar Q 190 Nm3/h

Bleeding and Venting Valve with integrated Vacuum Breaker EB 1.57

for pipelines and systems vulnerable to negative pressures, which especially depend on venti-
lation   |   float and lever ensure large air escape for constant bleeding under maximum ope-
rating pressure   |   the adjustable vacuum breaker of large nominal width ensures maximum 
ventilation when systems are drained and is two-functional in an optimal way 

DN 100 PN 16 - 40

  T 60 °C

p 0 - 10 bar Qmax 1.500 Nm3/h

Combined Bleeding and Venting Valves

Valve for Very Large Air Volumes EB 3.50

and high operating pressures, float-controlled, special designs available with adapted conti-
nuous bleeding and venting valve (EB 6.54)   |   suitable for all liquids   |   body made of steel, 
CrNiMo steel   |   high pressure resistant welded construction   |   long operational lifespan, 
extremely sturdy, available in special materials

DN 25 - 300 PN 40

  T 200 °C

  Qmax 12.400 Nm3/h

Universal Valve EB 3.52

suitable for all liquids   |   completely made of deep-drawn CrNiMo steel   |   corrosion resistant, 
very lightweight and compact   |   long operational lifespan, manageable installation, available 
in special materials – such as seawater resistant stainless steels, easy-to-maintain owing to the 
clamp system – highest effectiveness with compact design

DN 25 - 100 PN 16

  T 190 °C

p bis 16 bar  Q 1.100 Nm3/h
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Epoxy-coated Cast Valve designed for Waste Water  EB 1.85

optimised body construction with guided float to guarantee max. protection of the bleeding and 
venting device   |   high bleeding or ventilation quantities owing to ventilation cross sections and con-
nection flange dimensions of the same size   |   bleeding under operating pressure, max. bleeding per-
formance in the start-up mode and max. ventilation performance during draining of systems means 
optimal three functionality   |   optionally with anti-shock device for suppression of water hammers

DN 50 - 200 PN 10 - 16

  T 70 °C

p 1 - 10 bar Qmax 4.200 Nm3/h

Kombiventil für Schmutz- und Abwasser EB 1.84

für große Luftmengen im Anfahrzustand, Dauerbe- und Entlüftung unter Druck, öffnet sofort 
bei auftretendem Vakuum   |   einsetzbar für alle Flüssigkeiten   |   komplett CrNiMo-Stahl 
tiefgezogen   |   korrosionsbeständig, sehr leicht und kompakt, Schellensystem, Regler ohne 
Hilfsenergie   |   lange Lebensdauer, handliche Montage, wartungsfreundlich, extrem zuverlässig 
- höchste Effektivität bei kompakter Bauweise

DN 50 - 100 PN 10

T 40 °C

p 0 - 6 bar Q 560 Nm3/h

Valve for highest Flow Rates at Startup and Bleeding   EB 6.54

suitable for highest operational pressures   |   for large air volumes during startup, large air 
volumes during bleeding   |   avoids cavitation peaks   |   bleeding under pressure owing to 
adapted continuous bleeding valve   |   massive welded construction, extremely sturdy, also 
available in seawater resistant materials   |   suitable for all liquid media, also for petrol, oils and 
chemicals   |   three-functional

DN 50 - 300 PN 16 - 40

   T 130 °C 

p 1 - 25 bar Qmax 12.400 Nm3/h

Epoxy-coated Cast Valve EB 1.75

for highest flow rates for the start-up and draining of high-volume water systems   |   high 
bleeding or ventilation quantities owing to ventilation cross sections and connection flange 
dimensions of the same size   |   bleeding under operating pressure, max. bleeding performance 
in the start-up mode and max. ventilation performance during draining of systems means opti-
mal three functionality   |   optionally with anti-shock device for suppression of water hammers

DN 50 - 200 PN 16 - 40 

  T 70 °C

p 1 - 16 (25) bar Qmax 7.600 Nm3/h

Combined Valve Designed for Dirty or Waste Water EB 1.84

for large air volumes at startup, continuous bleeding or venting under pressure, opens immedi-
ately with large ventilation capacity if a vacuum is present   |   suitable for all liquids   |   com-
pletely made of deep-drawn CrNiMo steel   |   corrosion resistant, very lightweight and compact   
|   long operational lifespan, manageable installation, easy-to-maintain owing to the clamp 
system – highest effectiveness with compact design   |   three-functional

DN 50 - 100 PN 10

  T 40 °C

p 0 - 6 bar Q 560 Nm3/h

Combined Valve Designed for Clean Water EB 1.74

for large air volumes at startup, continuous bleeding or venting under pressure, opens with 
large ventilation capacity if a vacuum is present   |   suitable for all liquids   |   completely made 
of deep-drawn CrNiMo steel   |   corrosion resistant, very lightweight and compact   |   long 
operational lifespan, manageable installation, easy-to-maintain owing to the clamp system – 
highest effectiveness with compact design   |   three-functional

DN 50 - 150 PN 16

  T 130 °C

p 0 - 8 bar Q 1.030 Nm3/h

Combined Bleeding and Venting Valves
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Steam Traps

Steam traps are valves that separate liquids from steam, air or other gases. Mankenberg 
steam traps are available in various materials and designs. There are small sized and 
compact valves of deep-drawn stainless steel (High Grade), but also other versions of cast 
steel which have been invariably used for more than 100 years without changing material 
and design.

Float-controlled Steam Traps

Universal Valve of Cast Steel Axomat

no working pressure ranges, with manual or thermal bleeding or fixed continuous bleeding   |   
suitable for steam   |   body made of GG-25, GS-C 25   |   solid, well-proven, sturdy   |   exten-
ded service intervals, extremely long operational lifespan, reliable

DN 15 - 32 PN 16 - 40

  T 200 °C / 300 °C  

pmax 22 bar  Q 2.700 l/h

High-performance and Sturdy Steam Trap Niagara

with manual or thermal bleeding or fixed continuous bleeding   |   suitable for steam   |   body 
made of GGG-40, GS-C 25, inner parts of CrNiMo steel   |   solid, well-proven, sturdy, for very 
high temperatures   |   extended service intervals, extremely long operational lifespan, reliable, 
well-known as a high-performance valve

DN 15 - 150 PN 16 - 40

  T 200 °C / 400 °C  

p 0 - 40 bar  Q 193 m3/h

Universal Valve for Small Flow Rates KA 2

soft seal possible for explosive gases, for steam with manual bleeding   |   suitable for steam, 
compressed air, aerosols   |   completely made of deep-drawn CrNiMo steel   |   very light-
weight, corrosion resistant to aggressive media, especially gastight   |   easy installation, easy 
and cost-effective maintenance owing to the clamp system, long operational lifespan

  PN 16

G 3/₄ x G 1/₂ A  T 190 °C

p 0 - 12 bar Q 350 l/h

Universal Valve for Larger Flow Rates KA 2X

soft seal possible for explosive gases, for steam with manual bleeding   |   suitable for steam, 
compressed air, aerosols   |   completely made of deep-drawn CrNiMo steel   |   very light-
weight, corrosion resistant to aggressive media    |   easy installation, easy and cost-effective 
maintenance owing to the clamp system, long operational lifespan

DN 25 x G 3/₄ A PN 16

G 1 x G 3/₄ A  T 190 °C

p 0 - 13 bar Q 1.200 l/h
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Float-controlled Steam Traps

Steam Trap especially designed for cold Condensates   KA 2K

for potentially explosive atmospheres with ATEX certificate   |   especially gastight also without 
being filled with liquids owing to valve closing with soft seal and fully developed lever mecha-
nism   |   operating pressure down to millibar range   |   completely made of deep-drawn Cr-Ni-
Mo steel, especially corrosion-resistant to aggressive media, very lightweight   |   easy installati-
on, easy and cost-effective maintenance owing to the clamp system, long operational lifespan

  PN 16 

G 1/₂ - 1  T 80 °C

p 0 - 12 bar Q 1.570 l/h

Universal Valve with Thermal Bleeding KA 3

for steam with thermal bleeding, can be polished exernally for clean and ultraclean rooms   |   
suitable for compressed air, aerosols without thermal bleeding   |   completely made of deep-
drawn CrNiMo steel   |   very lightweight and compact, corrosion resistant, optimal surface 
characteristics   |   easy installation, easy and cost-effective maintenance owing to the clamp 
system, long operational lifespan

DN 15 - 25 PN 16 

G 1/₂ - 1  T 190 °C

p 0 - 12 bar Q 2.000 l/h

Float Valves

Depending on the design and the liquid level in a tank, float valves control the inflow 
and outflow of liquid media. Float valves are available in various versions and materials or 
material combinations (cast steel, steel and stainless steel) according to requirements.

p 0 - 8 bar KVS 0,3 - 21 m3/h

Float Valves for Installation in Tanks

Compact Stainless Steel Valve NV 94

feed or drain valve, for closed tanks   |   suitable for all liquids, also aggressive ones   |   com-
pletely made of CrNiMo steel   |   sturdy technology, smooth surfaces, various sealing materials

  PN 16

G 3/₈ A - 1 1/₂ A  T 300 °C

Standard Feed Valve of Cast Steel NV 12

NV 12P with parallel guide   |   suitable for liquids   |   body made of GG-25, GGG-40   |   proven 
technology that requires no external energy   |   individual design, high functionality, high ope-
rational safety

DN 20 - 150 PN 16 

  T 110 °C

KVS 2,8 - 195 m3/h
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Float Valves for external Installation on Tanks

Universal Valve NV 98

feed valve for open and closed tanks , available with parallel guide   |   suitable for all liquids, 
also aggressive ones   |   completely made of deep-drawn CrNiMo steel   |   smooth surfaces, 
various sealing materials

DN 40 - 80 PN 16

G 3/₈ A - 1 1/₂ A  T 200 °C

p 0 - 8 bar KVS 0,3 - 82 m3/h

Valve for Flammable Liquids NV 36SF

overfill protection, with PTB approval, sturdy, well-proven design that is safe to operate, easy 
installation, requires no external energy, installation independent from the supply network at 
any point   |   body made of GS-C 25

DN 32 - 200 PN 16

  T 80 °C

p2 0 - 16 bar KVS 11 - 230 m3/h
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Level Regulating Valve NV 55 

body made of GG-25, GGG-40, GS-C25, CrNiMo steel   |   NV 55 single seat, NV 55E balanced 
single seat, NV 56 double seat for large flow rates and nominal diameters   |   various sealing 
materials suitable for all media

DN 15 - 400 PN 16 - 40

  T 180 °C  

p 0 -16 bar  KVS 2,6 - 1.800  m3/h

Direct Feed or Drain Valve NV 71

the tank is filled and drained via the mounting flange on the tank   |   suitable for all liquids   |   
body made of steel, optionally CrNiMo steel, level and float of CrNiMo steel   |   various sealing 
materials suitable for all media, rubber or plastic coating possible

DN 25 - 150 PN 16

  T 300 °C

p 0 - 8 bar KVS 1,6 - 81 m3/h

Level Regulating Valve NV 67E

suitable for all liquids   |   completely made of deep-drawn CrNiMo steel   |   for depressurised 
vessels, various sealing materials suitable for all media, soft seal valve seat increases tightness

DN 15 - 100 PN 16

  T 180 °C

p 0 - 16 bar KVS 4 - 100 m3/h

Float Valves for Installation in Tanks



Float Valves for Pipelines

Cast Steel Valve for High Flow Rates NV 16

feed or drain valve   |   body made of GG-25, GGG-40, GS-C25, CrNiMo steel   |   NV 16 single 
seat, NV 16E balanced single seat, NV 26 double seat for large flow rates and nominal diame-
ters   |   various sealing materials suitable for all media

DN 15 - 400 PN 16 - 40

  T 180 °C

p 0 - 4 bar / 0 - 16 bar  KVS 2,6 - 1800 m3/h

Level Regulating Valve NV 66E

suitable for all liquids   |   completely made of deep-drawn CrNiMo steel   |   for depressurized 
vessels, various sealing materials suitable for all media, soft seal valve seat increases tightness

DN 15 - 100 PN 16

  T 180 °C

p 0 - 16 bar KVS 4 - 100 m3/h
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hValves for Systems Fitted with Accumulator NV 82

compressed air shutoff valve for water supply systems fitted with accumulator, NV 80 of angled 
design   |   suitable for liquids   |   body made of steel, CrNiMo steel

DN 15 - 200 PN 16

  T 110 °C  

p up to 8 bar  Q 1 - 115 m3/h

Pipeline Ancillaries

Pipeline ancillaries comprise active or passive components for pipeline construction as 
well as for measuring and control technology.

Various devices and components are available in the proven quality that Mankenberg 
offers, from filters and liquid separators through to sight glasses for high pressures for 
high temperature applications.

Strainers and Filters

Pot Strainers for High Pressures SF 1.00

pot strainer for high pressure   |   clear mesh width 0.25 - 2.5 mm   |   gas filter FI 1.01 with 
mat of polyester foam, pore width 0.15 - 0.58 mm   |   low pressure drop   |   body made of 
GG-25, GGG-40, GS-C 25   |   different sieve or filter finenesses   |   optionally with manometer

DN 15 - 150 PN 16 - 160

G 3/₈ - 2  T 80 °C / 400 °C
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Strainers and Filters

Pot Strainers for Large Nominal Diameters SF 2.00

low pressure drop, different sieve finenesses, mesh width 0.25 - 2.5 mm   |   body made of 
steel, CrNiMo steel   |   very sturdy welded construction of steel or CrNiMo steel   |   specific 
customised versions available

DN 25 - 600 PN 6 - 40

  T 200 °C

Standard Y-type Strainer SF 1.22

body made of GG-25, GGG-40, GS-C 25   |    different sieve finenesses

DN 15 - 400 PN 16 - 40

  T 400 °C

Strainer for highest Pressures SF 3.00

block-shape strainer made of forged steel for highest pressures   |   suitable for liquids, gases 
and steam   |   clear mesh width 0.25 - 2.5 mm, low pressure drop   |   body made of C22.8, 
many special materials possible   |   different sieve finenesses   |   optionally with manometer 
connection

DN 15 - 100 PN 160 - 500 

G 1/₂ - 4 T 550 °C

fi
g.

 s
im

ila
r

Stainless Steel Pot Strainer SF 6.00

flat sieve with low pressure drop   |   completely made of CrNiMo steel, different sieve fine-
nesses, mesh width 0.25 - 2.5 mm   |   corrosion resistant, very lightweight and compact   |   
long operational lifespan, manageable installation, easy-to-maintain owing to the clamp system 
– highest effectiveness with compact design

DN 15 - 100 PN 16

G 1/₂ - 2  T 190 °C

Stainless Steel Gas Filter FI 6.01

low pressure drop, filter medium made of polyester foam, pore size 0.15 - 0.58 mm   |   suitable 
for gases   |   completely made of deep-drawn CrNiMo steel   |   corrosion resistant, very light-
weight and compact   |   long operational lifespan, manageable installation, easy-to-maintain 
owing to the clamp system  – highest effectiveness with compact design

DN 15 - 100 PN 16 

G 1/₂ - 2  T 80 °C
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Stainless Steel Filter FI 6.06

especially suitable for sterile steam, filter insert of sintered steel or pleated stainless steel mesh, 
filter fineness 5, 20 or 25 µm   |   suitable for gases, steam, compressed air   |   completely 
made of deep-drawn stainless steel   |   corrosion resistant, very lightweight and compact   |   
long operational lifespan, manageable installation, easy-to-maintain owing to the clamp system 
– highest effectiveness with compact design

DN 15 - 50 PN 16

G 1/₂ - 2  T 190 °C

Combined Valve with Integrated Liquid Separator AS 2

separator of straight design   |   suitable for liquids, gases, steam   |   completely made of deep-
drawn CrNiMo steel   |   corrosion resistant, very lightweight and compact   |   long operational 
lifespan, manageable installation, easy-to-maintain owing to the clamp system – highest effec-
tiveness with compact design

DN 25 + 40 PN 16

G 1 + 11/₂  T 190 °C

p 0 - 13 bar

Liquid Separators

Small-sized Flow Indicator DA 1.10

small-sized version with single glass, DA 1.10 with flag, DA 1.30 with vane, DA 1.40 with ball,    
|   suitable for liquids, gases, steam   |   body made of GG-25, CrNiMo steel, steel   |   available 
in various variants, also in special materials (e.g. Hastelloy®)   |   individually customised to your 
requirements

  PN 16 - 40

G 3/₈ - 3/₄  T 280 °C

Sight Glass DA 2.00

DA 2.00 with single glass and turbulence block, DA 4.00 without inner parts and two glasses   |   
suitable for liquids, gases, steam   |   body made of GG-25, GS-C 25, CrNiMo steel, steel   |   
available in various variants, also in special materials (e.g. Hastelloy®)   |   individually customi-
sed to your requirements

DN 15 - 250 PN 16 - 40

G 3/₈ - 1  T 280 °C

fi
g.
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Sight Glasses / Flow Indicators
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Sight Glasses / Flow Indicators

Flow Indicator with Single Glass DA 3.10

DA 3.10 with flag, DA 3.30 with vane, DA 3.40 with ball   |   suitable for liquids, gases, steam   
|   body made of GG-25, GS-C 25, CrNiMo steel, steel   |   available in various variants, also in 
special materials (e.g. Hastelloy®)   |   individually customised to your 
requirements

DN 15 - 250 PN 16 - 40

G 3/₈ - 3/₄  T 280 °C

Flow Indicator with Two Glasses DA 4.10

DA 4.10 with flag, DA 4.30 with vane, DA 4.40 with ball  |   suitalbe for liquids, gases, steam   
|   body made of GG-25, GS-C 25, CrNiMo steel, steel   |   available in various variants, also in 
special materials (e.g. Hastelloy®)   |   individually customised to your 
requirements

DN 15 - 250 PN 16 - 40

G 3/₈ - 3/₄  T 280 °C

Sight Glass without Indicator DA 6.00

DA 6.00 with single glass, DA 7.00 with two glasses   |   suitable for liquids, gases, steam   |   
body made of CrNiMo steel   |   corrosion resistant, very lightweight and compact   |   long 
operational lifespan, manageable installation, easy-to-maintain owing to the clamp system – 
well-priced stainless steel sight glasses

DN 15 - 50 PN 16

G G 1/₂ - 2  T 130 °C

Flow Indicator with Flag DA 6.10

DA 6.10 with single glass, DA 7.10 with two glasses   |   suitable for liquids, gases, steam   |   
body made of CrNiMo steel   |   corrosion resistant, very lightweight and compact   |   long 
operational lifespan, manageable installation, easy-to-maintain owing to the clamp system – 
well-priced stainless steel sight glasses

DN 15 - 50 PN 16

G 1/₂ - 2  T 130 °C

Flow Indicator for Turbid, Opaque Media DA 6.12

flow indicator with external indication   |   suitable for liquids, gases   |   body made of CrNiMo 
steel   |   corrosion resistant, very lightweight and compact   |   long operational lifespan, 
manageable installation, easy-to-maintain owing to the clamp system – well-priced stainless 
steel sight glasses

DN 15 - 50 PN 16

G 1/₂ - 2  T 80 °C



Flow Switch for Installation in Pipelines SW 6.14

with internal flag and external indicator for horizontal pipelines   |   suitable for all liquids   |   
completely made of deep-drawn CrNiMo steel   |   acrylic glass with scale

  PN 16 

G 1/₂ - 1 1/₂  T 80 °C

Backflow Preventer with Epoxy Coating RV 11

simple valve without mechanical parts   |    dampening is done by the elastomer diaphragm clo-
sing when the flow goes backward   |   avoids pressure surges   |   of low noise level   |   any in-
stallation position   |   cast body with epoxy coating in accordance with KTW recommendations 

DN 40 - 400 PN 10 - 16

  T 80 °C

  KVS 25 - 2550 m3/h

Rückflussverhinderer
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Sight Glasses / Flow Indicators

Flow Switch for Installation on a Pipeline SW 1.10

Pendulum-type flow switch for horizontal pipelines, SW 1.20 with adjustable switching 
threshold for pipes up to DN 200   |   flange C 22.8, CrNiMo steel

DN 50 PN 16 - 40

  T 170 °C

Flow Switches

Flow Indicator with Impeller DA 6.30

suitable for liquids, gases   |   body made of CrNiMo steel   |   corrosion resistant, very light-
weight and compact   |   long operational lifespan, manageable installation, easy-to-maintain 
owing to the clamp system – well-priced stainless steel sight glasses

DN 15 - 50 PN 16

G 1/₂ - 2  T 80 °C
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Pumps

Pumps are central fluid conveying elements of the process engineering sector. The pumps 
produced by Mankenberg are predominantly fluid actuated pumps made of deep-drawn 
stainless steel (High Grade). They convince through their compact and lightweight design, 
which gives  enormous advantages with regards to installation and assembly, as compared 
to cast steel construction. 

In comparison with an electrically actuated pump and its necessary wiring the investment 
costs for the condensate pump, which requires no external energy, are considerably 
better-priced. Pump designs for explosion protection zones can be easily realised because 
no external energy is required.

Condensate Pumps

Very Lightweight Condensate Pump Made of CrNiMo Steel KH 1

soft seal for gas tightness in explosive environments   |   suitable for condensates and liquids   
|   completely made of deep-drawn CrNiMo steel   |   corrosion resistant, very lightweight and 
compact, pump requires no auxiliary energy   |   long operational lifespan, manageable instal-
lation, easy-to-maintain owing to the clamp system, highest effectiveness with compact design

DN 25 + 50 PN 16

  T 200 °C

p 0 - 8 bar  Qmax 3.430 l/h

Electrically actuated Control Valves

Control Valve AV 50.2

suitable for liquids, steam, gases   |   body made of GGG-40, GS-C 25   |   with equal-percentage 
characteristics

DN 15 - 150

  T 200 °C

  KVS 4 - 160 m3/h

Control Valves

Control valves are motor or pneumatically actuated valves for automated procedural 
applications. 

These sturdy valves distinguish themselves in Mankenberg‘s Know-How of mechani-
cal valve technology combined with a pneumatic or electrical actuation. The particular 
geometry of valve seat and cone guarantee specific regulating properties. 
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Accessories

Spare parts and accessories, such as manometers or float balls, complete the need for 
components for the construction of process plants. 

We guarantee 25 years of availability of spare parts for Mankenberg stainless steel valves.

Together with your valve serial number we save all the relevant data which is important 
to you. If you require spare parts or maintenance kits we are able to make the necessary 
single parts or maintenance kits available to you as soon as possible up to 25 years after 
purchase of the valve.

Do you remember the regular maintenance dates for your valves?

Should you wish to be reminded of the next due inspection dates, we would be happy to 

oblige. Feel free to contact us.

Our service department is at your disposal!

Our experienced and fully trained service team are available to give advice on our service 
hotline:

»  Mr. Christian Peine 
»  Mr. Torben Lotte.

We will directly and promptly reply to your enquiries about repairs, spare parts or mainte-
nance kits.

Phone: +49 (0) 451 -8 79 75 22 2
E-Mail: service@mankenberg.de

For more informations visit our homepage www.mangenberg.de.
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Accessories
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Customised Solutions

Customer-specific solutions are individually designed valves for our customer‘s special 
requirements. Mankenberg checks with every enquiry the customer-specific technical ope-
rating data and subsequently quotes the technical solution. If the operating data require 
solutions which cannot be realised with Mankenberg standard valves, our engineers will 
be happy to develop special solutions in accordance with our customer‘s enquiry. This may 
lead to either slightly modified valve type series or to a complex system.

Your Operating Data Determines the Solution.

Discover our strength also in this case and send us your enquiry.

From standard materials 

through to special mate-

rials such as Hastelloy®, 

titanium, duplex steel

A wide variety of connec-

tion types: DIN-, ANSI- or 

aseptic flanges, weld-on 

ends and many others 

(JIS...)

Individual design specifi-

cally adapted to special 

needs

From single-item pro-

duction through to serial 

production

Various possibilities for ap-

provals, e.g. in accordance 

with NACE, NORSOK

Your Customised 
Industrial Valve
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Customised Solutions
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Mankenberg GmbH

Spenglerstraße 99 Phone: +49 (0) 451-8 79 75 0 info@mankenberg.de  
23556 Lübeck I Germany Fax: +49 (0) 451-8 79 75 99 www.mankenberg.de
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Travessa de Peralta 5ª - Pol. Ind. l1
46540 El Puig (Valencia) - España

Tel.: +34 961 473 161
Fax: +34 961 473 170
E-Mail: ventas@schubert-salzer.es 
Internet: www.schubert-salzer.es

Delegaciones en:
Portugal · Asturias · Canarias 
Coruña · Madrid · Sevilla
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